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Extreme prejudice:
securing networks by
treating all data as a threat

Steve MansfieldDevine

Steve Mansfield-Devine, editor, Computer Fraud & Security
What data can you trust? These days, pretty much any traffic arriving at your
network perimeter could be harbouring a hidden threat. And while many
security solutions attempt to tackle this issue by recognising known malicious
payloads and blocking them, few are effective against unknown threats. In this
interview, Simon Wiseman, CTO of Deep Secure, explains that it may be better
to treat all data as though it’s potentially dangerous.
When it comes to identifying and interdicting malicious data – whether it’s a
cunningly crafted Word macro or an
email-borne trojan – security professionals are faced with a task akin to looking
for needles in millions of haystacks.
Today’s IT environments are hugely
complex and while technology can help
address the problem it has created, it’s
easy to be overwhelmed by the alerts –
mostly false – coming from solutions
such as security information and event
management (SIEM) systems.
“There’s a big industry push towards
machine learning, to reduce that burden,”
says Wiseman. “It’s impossible for people
to keep up with all this analysis, so let’s
use machine learning to search for the
unusual and at least reduce the burden,
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if not remove the people from the loop
completely. But the attackers have already
outsmarted that, because you can only
machine learn what you can see.”

Hidden message
For Wiseman, things that you can’t see is
a special area of interest. He is an expert in
steganography – the technique of hiding
data in other data (see box). This centuries-old concept is most commonly associated with the passing of secret messages
and in recent times it has been employed
by terrorists and criminals for covert messaging. But Wiseman insists this is an
outdated view and that steganographic
techniques are most commonly used as a
tool by cyber-criminals and nation-state
attackers as part of hacking activities.
“Three things are happening,” he says.
“One is on the way in, another is on the way
out and the last is command and control.”
In the first of these, attackers are using
steganography to hide malicious code
that might otherwise be picked up by
anti-malware and other filtering systems.
“A detection defence is going to look for
strange, bad-looking code,” he explains.
“So what the bad guys are doing is splitting their attack into two parts. The
main part, which looks hostile, is hidden using steganography in something
otherwise harmless and then the other

part – the visible part – actually looks
completely benign.”
Such attacks are a two-part process. The
innocent-looking code carries the payload
past the defences and then unpacks it once
it’s safely inside the target network. The
unpacker may just be a piece of JavaScript,
for example. Its malicious intent is hard to
spot because JavaScript is everywhere and
it’s often deliberately obfuscated to prevent
tampering or any kind of manipulation at
the client end.
“Adverts in a web page are so horrible, they’re coded so crazily, they all
look weird,” says Wiseman. So strangelooking JavaScript is far too common to
raise concerns. Often, this JavaScript will
be wrapped around an image – again, a
common technique in adverts – and it’s
the image that’s harbouring the malicious code, such as an ActiveX object.
It doesn’t have to be an image – many
types of file offer a medium for steganographic techniques – but images are
most frequently used. And attackers
are often lazy. Rather than going to the
trouble of modifying pixel values – what
Wiseman calls “real steganography” –
the payload may just be inserted into the
file after the image data.

Exfiltrating data
The next use of steganography is to
exfiltrate data. An organisation’s data
loss prevention systems or firewalls
might notice if sensitive spreadsheets or
database files are outbound. Few security
systems, however, are going to care if a
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user is apparently uploading a JPEG of a
cat to Twitter or GitHub.
“What’s remarkable is the amount
of information you could hide in an
image,” says Wiseman. “Your average
smartphone camera image can hold hundreds of kilobytes of data without looking any different.”
The exploitation of steganography for
command and control (C&C) channels
combines both incoming and outgoing methods. Wiseman describes such
C&C channels as “frighteningly difficult
to take down”, largely because they use
public infrastructure. Rather than setting up a dedicated C&C server on bulletproof hosting, or going to the trouble
of hacking and hijacking someone else’s
computer to act as a C&C server, the
attackers can just post commands or
new payloads intended for the malware
in, say, an image attached to a tweet
with one of a selection of predetermined
hashtags. The malware regularly checks
Twitter for those hashtags. To make
things even harder to detect or interdict,
a command might provide the malware
with a new set of hashtags to monitor.
The malware can communicate with the
attackers in the same way. Aside from
Twitter, other public services such as
GitHub are used in the same way.
The process is highly interactive. “I
can ask my attack how it’s doing, what
it’s found and it can report back using a
‘stegged’ message,” explains Wiseman. “I
can command it to go and look at that
network share it’s told me about, and
then explore it. So I’ve got something
like a remote access trojan, but at an
application level rather than a terminal
level and it’s all invisible. It’s quite scary
really. It’s using traffic that is entirely
normal-looking and therefore very hard
to detect. And even if you detect it, you
can’t take the services down.”

Damaging yourself
It’s easy to see why Wiseman believes
that machine learning is not up to the
task of dealing with this situation. It
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is, in a sense, adding another layer of
complexity. And perhaps more problematic is that it adds more obfuscation, as
it’s often difficult to understand how a
machine learning system is working and
why it’s doing the things it’s doing.
“You’ve no idea why it comes up with
its answers,” says Wiseman, “and you
can’t really ask it – that’s too difficult.
It’s quite dangerous. False positives are
going to happen, as well as false negatives.
You’re going to start damaging yourself
by mistake and the machine’s in charge.
How are you going to override it?”
Analysing false positives requires the
kind of skills that machine learning is,
in part, meant to replace. But false negatives are more worrying.
“If we are up against known attacks
and can detect them, then that’s fine,”
says Wiseman. “But we’re talking about
detecting attacks that are new, that nobody
understands or knows about. How do you
know your machine can detect them? I
can’t create the test cases because I don’t
know what to create. It’s untestable, which
actually comes back to the complexity
question. One of the problems of complexity is that you can’t test it, so perhaps
machine-learning is too complex, we don’t
understand what it does, therefore we can’t
test it, or we can’t make predictions about
what the behaviour is. Machine learning is
not the answer.”
These unknown unknowns make analysing your risk somewhat problematic.
“Essentially all businesses face an
unquantifiable risk, because they have no
idea what the risk is,” says Wiseman. “In
a sense you’re taking a risk on risk here.
You’re taking a risk that you understand
the risk, but actually you don’t. You’ve
no idea whether the money you’ve
spent on your defences is worthwhile.
Actually, it is worthwhile because it’s
stopping the easy attacks. But you’ve no
idea whether you’re safe, so you are facing an unquantifiable risk – and that’s
the key difference between commercial
systems and high-end government systems, where they do worry about that
sort of thing. You have to build systems

What is steganography?
With its origins dating back to the end
of the 15th century, steganography is a
technique for hiding information.
Today, its most common form is
data hidden within digital images. In
some implementations, for example,
the bits of the hidden information are
spread among the image bytes, changing the values of only the least significant bits and therefore not noticeably
affecting the appearance of the image.
This means it’s possible to embed data
in what is otherwise an entirely innocent-looking file.
There are many steganography techniques. And while there are methods
for detecting hidden data, the strength
of steganography is that it’s not obvious
there’s anything to detect. The altered
bits in an image, for example, may be
indistinguishable from ordinary noise.
where you know the behaviour and the
end result, even though you don’t know
what the attacks are.”

Well-resourced
If governments are building these kinds
of defences, why isn’t everyone? The
kinds of systems Wiseman is describing
are typically employed by intelligence
agencies and higher levels within central
government. These are organisations
that, for years, have come under wellresourced attacks using techniques such
as zero-days – types of attack that, for
the most part, are only now making
their way into the broader commercial
world, which in turn is starting to adopt
the same kind of defences.
It’s not all about technology, either –
there’s an attitude that goes with it.
“The principle has been, for quite some
time, that you can’t rely on detection,”
explains Wiseman. The approach in
which you assume you’re safe just because
you haven’t detected anything isn’t going
to fly in this world. “That’s not been
allowed in government circles for some
Computer Fraud & Security
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time,” he says. “You’ve got to demonstrate that you actually have a defence
that works. There are two parts to that:
one is you have to have a defence that
works against things you don’t understand, and the other is that you actually
have to demonstrate that it works, which
is even harder. An independent person
has to agree that you’ve done it right.”
Even being able to show that you
can detect all known attacks isn’t good
enough. You have to assume that your
adversary is better than you and is capable of coming up with something novel.

Too complex
This is a tough call in today’s IT environments. The perimeter has gone, the
IT landscape is shifting pretty much day
to day as departments spin up virtual
servers, teams buy cloud services on their
credit cards and people bring in their
own devices. Is there a danger that we’re
getting to the point where we have IT
environments that are simply too complex to secure – or are we already there?
“We are sort of already there, but there
are glimmers of hope,” says Wiseman. He
points to an area that has been through
a period of pain (and hasn’t quite fully
emerged from it yet) – operational technology (OT) used in industrial environments such as manufacturing, energy
and so on. The classic story is that OT
solutions were not originally networked.
Then they were connected in ad hoc
ways, often to an organisation’s IT networks. This opened up all kinds of vulnerabilities. Some organisations with OT
have learned the lesson and have adopted
zoning to separate, for example, Internetconnected IT systems from OT industrial
control systems.
“The key point is, yes, we’re building hugely complex systems which we
cannot fully understand and will fail as
a result. But we just have to isolate and
control the bits we really care about,” says
Wiseman. “We need to identify the bits
that matter and put a boundary around
those.” Security practices, then, don’t
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The basic content threat removal (CTR) process. Incoming documents are taken apart to extract
the important and legitimate information. This is then used to recreate the documents – minus
any trojans or other threats they may have been carrying.

need to be uniform across the organisation. “It may be that my front-end web
servers are going to get taken out every
now and again, and I can live with that,”
he says. “But I want to fence off my
back-end order processing, for example.
You need boundaries. We can police
boundaries. They don’t have to be the
traditional, physically separate network
anymore. I’ve got boundaries between my
mobile phone and my corporate desktop,
and that’s great, because my phone is
sacrificial, my corporate desktop isn’t.
Boundaries occur naturally a lot of the
time and we can exploit those to divide
the estate up, contain any damage and
build fortresses where it matters.”
Given that complexity is our enemy,
should the architecture of those fortresses be as simple as possible?
“The best approach is to try to keep
what happens across the boundaries simple,” says Wiseman. “There are protocols
and data formats that are so insanely
complicated, you really wouldn’t want to
exchange those with somebody you didn’t
trust. You don’t want to move that kind
of complexity across a boundary. The way
you handle it is to convert it to something simple and do some translation
first. Complexity is generally bad, but you
can fence it in and contain its behaviour.
We can’t live with simplicity alone – we
need clever solutions that will deliver –
but we can’t live with a big, complex system alone either, because it will fail.”

Mixed picture
This is all very well in principle, but do
organisations understand these concepts
and are they doing anything about them?
Wiseman sees the current state of security
among organisations as something of a

mixed picture. Larger organisations, especially those in heavily regulated areas such
as banking, are generally good at focusing
on the bits that matter, Wiseman reckons. He’s more concerned about small
and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) that
don’t have security skills in-house. The
move to cloud services is helping somewhat, as the security is then effectively
outsourced to the cloud provider. But
many SMEs remain vulnerable.
This is also another example of the
problems of complexity. Because while
it’s bad enough that an SME might be
liable to attack, many of those organisations are also sitting somewhere in a supply chain for much larger organisations.
“They are the way in,” says Wiseman. “If
you want to break into a big organisation,
then you would do it through the supply
chain. That means big companies have to
protect their interfaces to the supply chain,
which is kind of like zoning. Your supplier
system is separate from your own system
and you put interfaces in between.”
This gives a clue as to where you
put your defences. But while it’s often
said that vulnerabilities lie in the gaps
between security systems, Wiseman
thinks it’s more important to look at the
interplay between security mechanisms.
“For example, encryption is a really
bad mechanism when it comes to worrying about content security,” he says. “It’s
great for protecting against eavesdroppers on long-haul communication and
that kind of thing. But if you do desktop-to-desktop encryption, then your
boundary can’t look at the material.”
Your security strategy might consist of
endpoint solutions and boundary solutions, with that ‘defence in depth’ approach
providing a sense of safety. But if, for
example, one person sends another a piece
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of malware in an encrypted email, then the
boundary defences are defeated and you’re
now down to relying on one system.
“There’s an interplay there that’s really
quite difficult,” says Wiseman. “It’s technically possible to make these defences
work together, but in practice these solutions tend to be stovepiped. So a facility
to exchange encrypted files, for example,
may be a stovepiped solution that won’t
interact with the content extraction technology. And that’s a matter of a lack of
standards and a lack of understanding of
how these things interact.”
This isn’t helped by a persistent attitude that security is something that can
be bought off the shelf, by installing a
shiny new box.
The attitude, says Wiseman, is: “I don’t
have to change anything. I don’t have to
change the way I think or do work. I just
plug something in and it will fix it for me.”
This, again, is different from the situation in government circles, where systems are built with security as a priority,
embedded into the design and usability
coming further down the wish list.
“It’s much more difficult to build a
system that is secure and usable,” he
says. “It’s actually quite a feat and takes
a lot of planning, design and understanding of the problem.” But, he adds,
commercial organisations are starting to
follow the government model.

Threat removal
Threats are always arriving at your network perimeter in one guise or another
and you’re going to recognise only some
of them for what they are. One way to
deal with this situation is to treat all data
as potentially hostile. This is a concept
we’re familiar with from whitelisting;

but for the technique to work you need
lists of known-good files. However,
another method has evolved from this
‘extreme prejudice’ concept, and that’s
content threat removal (CTR).
Wiseman describes CTR as the goal
that Deep Secure and other security
firms like it are seeking. “I want all of the
threat that the content is carrying to be
removed. I don’t want the known threats
to be removed, I want all of them to go.”
The path to doing this starts with differentiating between data and information. Information is what most of us
would consider to be the meaningful
content of a file – the words, numbers,
images and formatting. Data is the way
this information is manifested in bytes
– and that precise form is arbitrary to a
quite surprising degree. That’s why a file
can so easily harbour malware. It’s difficult to look at the bytes and easily spot
that some relate directly to the content,
some perhaps to the file protocols and
others to hidden malware.
This presents an opportunity. If it’s a
file of a known type – a PDF, say, or a
Word document – you can tear it down
to extract the real content and discard
everything else. Then you can build
a new file – a new set of bytes – that
contains only the stuff you want, with
everything else, including hostile content, being binned. If you do this at your
perimeter, then nothing nasty gets inside.

Low overhead
This process sounds like it should
impose a major overhead, but Wiseman
insists that it’s actually not that onerous.
“The process is a bit like opening a
Word document,” he says. “How long
does it take to open a Word document?

Known formats
The content threat removal (CTR)
technique does have one major
requirement – you need to know the
file formats you’re going to be dealing
with in order to both deconstruct and
rebuild them.
The vast majority of files that transit the Internet each day belong to
a relatively small group of formats
– PDF, JPEG, Word and so on.
And as organisations move towards
cloud-based solutions, the range of
applications and formats that have to
be addressed is narrowing. However,
Wiseman admits that there are some
files this approach can’t handle
because the format is proprietary and
not publicly documented.
“That’s where isolation might come
in,” says Wiseman. “And sometimes
we can translate formats that we don’t
support into ones that we do, and then
transform those. But in the end there
are formats we can’t handle and there
are various techniques for handling
those. They tend to be formats that
are specialist – for example, maybe
you are exchanging a CAD diagram
with a trusted partner. What’s the risk
of allowing a CAD diagram to come
from that supplier? It’s such a specialised format, general-purpose attacks
aren’t going to be based on it.”
It’s that sort of order of magnitude. If
you compare that against an anti-virus
scan, it’s actually not that bad because the
amount of checking that the AV will do
is quite considerable. It’s slower than that
but it’s not hugely slower. If you compare
it to sandboxing, it’s a lot faster, because
Continued on page 20...
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a sandboxing process takes minutes to
check something just in case something
weird is going to happen. We are talking
hundreds of milliseconds for the transformation process.”
The process can be optimised via
pipelining, too. And while the tearing
apart and rebuilding adds latency, this is
masked by running processes in parallel.
“For email it’s no problem at all because
the natural latency of email swamps any
extra that we had,” he says.
Web browsing is more problematic,
largely because it often involves code
such as JavaScript. The transformation process simply doesn’t work with
code, so for web traffic you’re back to
approaches like sandboxing or containment. “But we can take care of the
ancillary documents such as images and
PDFs,” says Wiseman.
This suggests the use of a multilayered approach, with content threat
removal for documents and email and
sandboxing for web use. But Wiseman
issues a note of caution.
“I am worried that the kind of formats
we can’t handle are probably the ones
that you can’t sandbox very effectively,”
he says, adding that this is a subject that
requires more research. One thing that is
blindingly obvious, though, is that you
can go a long way to protecting your
organisation through the simple step of
barring executable files.
“How often do you really need to
receive an arbitrary executable file from
someone in your corporate world?”
Wiseman asks. “Most of your employees
are never going to need to receive an
executable. Simply don’t let them.”
As part of his research, Wiseman is
examining a trove of 20 million virus
samples of which, he estimates, 99.9%
are executable files. “So if I just block
executable files, I get rid of 99.9% of
viruses at a stroke without doing anything else. That’s pretty good isn’t it? It’s
amazing that a lot of defences are geared
up to allow executables to be delivered.
That’s why you sandbox an executable
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to see if it’s okay. What on earth for?
Just ban it.”

Yesterday’s battles
As the CTR approach is not dependent
on detecting known threats, it addresses
one of the persistent problems of cybersecurity – that we are constantly fighting
yesterday’s battles. The most dangerous
threats are the ones we haven’t encountered before. Some might call them ‘zero
day’ attacks, but Wiseman has an issue
with that term.
“It’s becoming obvious that day zero is
probably hundreds of days after the attack
started,” he says. “So day zero is not what
you should be worrying about. It’s the
200 days before – before you even got a
sniff that the thing existed. There are lots
of examples where people have been in
the system for years undetected, and then
suddenly it becomes known as zero day,
and then there’s a panic to fix it. How
can you live with that?”
CTR represents a very different way
of addressing security. So are there challenges for organisations in moving to
this paradigm?
“One of the problems we meet is the
question, ‘Can you tell us how many
attacks you defeated today?’. And the
answer is, ‘Well no, because we have no
idea what they are’.”
An anti-malware system, on the
other hand, can provide all sorts of
metrics on how many threats it believes
it has blocked. What it can’t tell you,
Wiseman points out, is how many it
let through. “With this transformation
technology, you end up knowing how
many you let in, which is none,” he
says, “but you don’t know how many
you have stopped. So which would you
prefer?”
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